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During the 1978-79 field season, we conducted a sci-
entific investigation of Antarctica's continental margin
between longitude 140°E and 150°E from aboard USCGC
Glacier. This area is typically ice-free during the austral
summer and so is one of the most accessible areas of the
East Antarctic continental margin. Our objective was to
obtain geologic and physical oceanographic data from
closely spaced stations on the margin.

We left Wellington, New Zealand, on 19 December
1978 and reached the first oceanographic station on 27
December. For the next seven days, we made 56 stations
along five transects extending from the continental slope
to within a few thousand meters of the ice front (figure
1 and table). We took stations at intervals of 7.5 and 15
miles and along the 14l°E, 143°E, 147°E, and 149°E
meridians. In addition, we obtained continuous bathy-
metric profiles along the transects, conducted a detailed
iceberg count, and mapped the ice front using the ship's
radar.

This cruise marks the first comprehensive geologic
survey of any part of the East Antarctic continental mar-
gin. In all, 54 geologic stations, 32 piston coring stations,
and 22 bottom grab stations were manned (table 1).

The bathymetry of the area is characterized by a rel-
atively narrow continental shelf and steep continental
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Figure 2. One of nine sediment-laden icebergs observed
and sampled.

slope. A major depression, with depths exceeding 1,200
meters, extends along the inner shelf, west of approxi-
mately 145°E. At depths greater than 250 meters, ice-
berg gouging of the sea floor is evident and large tabular
icebergs appear to be grounded along shallower ridges
in the area today. In general, the bottom profile steepens
from west to east. The coastline consists mostly of rocky
cliffs, except at Ninnis and Mertz glaciers. Along our
147°E tract we came to within 600 meters of the rocky
cliffs of Cape Webb and were still in more than 600
meters of water.

Having X-radiographed piston cores and sampled
them onboard, we are able to make some preliminary
observations. Surface sediments in the area reflect con-
siderable bottom current influence, particularly at the
shelf break (upper slope), where sandy and gravelly lag
deposits blanket the sea floor, and also reflect strong

Figure 1. Stations manned aboard uscoc Glacier during	Figure 3. Past and present positions of the Ice fronts of the
Operation Deep Freeze 79.	 Mertz and Ninnis glaciers.
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Table 1. Geologic samples-1978-79 (antarctic continental margin)
GLACIER cruise (1400E to 1500E)

Station No.	Latitude°	Longitude°	Water Depth (F)	Bottom Grab	Trigger Core	Piston Core

1	 6529'S	141 30'E	1105	 -	 -
2	 65 34'S	141 34'E	600	 -
3	 65 45'S	141 43'E	405	 -	 -
4	 65 47'S	141 29'E	258	 -	 -
5	 65 59'S	141 32'E	128	 -
6	 66 15'S	141 36'E	153	 -	 -
7	 6632S	141 32'E	125	 -	 -
8	 6644'S	141 42'E	 68	 -
9	 66 44'S	141 42'E	 52	 -

10	 66 47'S	142 34'E	340	 -
11	 66 45'S	143 20'E	271	 -
12	 6634'S	14321'E	441	 -	 -
13	 66 19'S	143 19'E	373	 -	 -
14	 6605'S	143 13'E	275	 -	 -
15	 65 52'S	143 20'E	225	 -	 -
16	 65 48'S	143 22'E	525	 -
17	 65 45'S	143 24'E	1023	 -	 -
18	 6537'S	14318'E	1270	 -
19	 6547'S	145 12'E	1420
20	 65 52'S	145 03'E	1025	 -
21	 65 58'S	144 52'E	665
22	 65 59'S	144 53'E	505	 -	 -
23	 66 00'S	144 58'E	170
24	 6608'S	14513'E	110	 -	N	I	d25	 6616'S	145 11'E	231	 -	osampeacquire	-

26	 66 23'S	145 12'E	390	 -
27	 66 32'S	145 07'E	215	 -
28	 66 38'S	145 06'E	243	 -
29	 6641'S	145 12'E	305	 -	 -
30	 66 60'S	145 13'E	590	 -	 -
31	 6653'S	14622'E	218	 -	 -
32	 66 33'S	147 00'E	292	 -	 -	 -
33	 6643'S	146 59'E	333	 -
34	 66 SO'S	146 59'E	595	 -	 -
35	 67 03'S	146 60'E	295	 -	 -	 -
36	 67 17'S	147 00'E	275	 -	 -	 -
37	 67 33'S	147 00'E	318	 -	 -
38	 67 44'S	146 51'E
39	 67 36'S	148 15'E	276	 -	 -
40	 67 36'S	148 26'E	133	 -
41	 67 23'S	149 01'E	325	 -
42	 67 17'S	148 14'E	222	 -
43	 67 10'S	148 14'E	237	 -
44	 No sample
45	 6654S	148 19'E	298	 -
46	 66 49'S	148 31'E	202	 -
47	 66 40'S	148 44'E	260	 -	 -
48	 66 33'S	148 42'E	250	 -
49	 6624'S	14847'E	195	 -	 -
50	 6616'S	14835E	184	 -
51	 66 09'S	148 35'E	188	 -
52	 6604'S	148 34'E	210	 -	 -
53	 66 08'S	147 06'E	243	 -	 -
54	 65 53'S	146 51'E	390	 -
55	 65 50'S	146 47'E	675	 -	 -
56	 65 42'S	146 31'E	1290	 -

bottom current flow parallel to the slope. The continen-
tal shelf is, for the most part, floored by poorly sorted
glacial deposits. At shallower depths, these glacial sedi-
ments are presently being reworked by bottom currents.
The lack of stratification, sorting, and pebble fabric in
these sediments suggests that they were deposited by a

grounded ice shelf that apparently extended to the edge
of the continental shelf.

The deep depression in the southeastern portion of
the study area is floored with fetid, laminated, diato-
maceous muds that contain almost no ice-rafted debris.
These sediments were evidently deposited quite rapidly
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and reflect high surface productivity in the area and
limited ice-rafting.

The iceberg count was conducted to determine what
percentage of icebergs contain sediment. In all, we ob-
served and sampled nine sediment-laden icebergs. We
observed basal debris zones, debris slumped onto gla-
ciers and floating ice, and englacial debris incorporated
along shear zones in glaciers (figure 2) (Anderson, Do-
mack, and Kurtz, in press).

Using ship's radar, we mapped the present ice front
between 140°E and 150°E (figure 1). We compared the
present ice front to the ice front in 1911 (as mapped
during the 1911-14 Australasian Survey) and in 1958
(as mapped during the Soviet Antarctic Expedition).
The results are shown in figure 3. Following a major
recession of both the Mertz and Ninnis glacier tongues
between 1911 and 1958, the former has advanced some
20 kilometers since 1958 and the latter approximately

24 kilometers since 1958. These changes indicate min-
imal advance rates of 1 kilometer per year and 1.2
kilometers per year, respectively, for the Mertz and
Ninnis glacial tongues since 1958 and a total volume
increase of 408 square kilometers.

The largest iceberg observed during the expedition
was sighted between the Mertz and Ninnis glacier ton-
gues (figure 3). This iceberg was some 230 square kilo-
meters in area. Hundreds of large tabular icebergs were
concentrated along a shallow (depths less than 250 me-
ters, north-south ridge situated between 140°E and
l42°E.
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During cruise 1277 of ARA Islas Orcada.s, we recovered
46 piston cores (figure 1). A summary of sediment de-
scriptions for 40 of these is presented in the form of
graphic lithologic logs along 5 traverses in figures 2 and
3. The six piston cores omitted from these logs are short
and highly disturbed (cores 3 and 15), limited to bagged
recovery (cores 38 and 45), or lost their top sections
while being transported to the Antarctic Marine Geology
Research Facility (cores 40 and 44).

Although the graphic logs in figures 2 and 3 are self-
explanatory, the areal distribution of the sediments is
given below to further aid interested investigators. De-
tailed descriptions are given in Kaharoeddin et al. (in
press). Sediment names are based on the sediment clas-
sification system explained in Kaharoeddin (1978) and
the basal ages are those given by DeFelice (1978).

Cores 1 and 2, taken from the western part of the
Agulhas Basin, are composed primarily of pelagic clay

and have a basal age of Late Pliocene. The top 4 centi-
meters of core 1 are glauconitic sand, whereas the top
56 centimeters of core 2 are diatomaceous, calcareous
ooze, primarily nannofossil. The manganese nodules in
core 2 are exposed on the sea bottom farther south.
Core 3, not shown in figures 1 or 2, apparently hit man-
ganese pavement.

South of the Agulhas Basin and across the Atlantic-
Indian Ridge, the sediments in cores 4 through 12 are
Quaternary diatomaceous ooze, rich in volcanic ash and
lapilli. This sediment contains up to 8 percent radiolar-
ians; core 7, however, has three units containing 20-40
percent radiolarians. Only core 10, from a relatively
shallow depth, contains about 5 percent foraminifera.

Sediments in the Weddell Basin, near the Atlantic-In-
dian Ridge, are composed of diatomaceous ooze (core
13, traverse A—A'), whereas in the basin proper, the pre-
dominant sediment is pelagic clay, as found in cores 16,
17, 18 on traverse B—B', in cores 27, 28, 29 on traverse
c—c', and in core 30 on traverse D—D'. Farther south, we
found the turbidite sequence in core 19 on traverse B-
B'. To the southwest, the primary sediments are mud
and diatomaceous mud, which we found in cores 31 and
32 on traverse D--D'. Except for cores 28 and 29, the
cores from the Weddell Basin mentioned above have a
basal age of Early Pliocene. The sediment in core 28,
taken from a deeper part of the basin, is a Quaternary
pelagic clay. Core 29 is barren of identifiable microfos-
sils. The most significant core from the Weddell Basin
is core 14 (traverse B—B'), in which 122 centimeters of
pelagic clay, rich in zeolites, are underlain by 862 cen-
timeters of nannofossil ooze of Paleocene age.

We took several cores from the Maud Rise along trav-
erse D--D'. At the northern flank of the rise, the sediment
is a pelagic clay (core 33), with a Late Miocene basal age.
At the top of the rise, the sediment is composed of dia-
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